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It is the purpose of the present note to show that applications of duality theory –
which proved to be a powerful tool in the theory of infinite-dimensional vector spaces
– are by no means restricted to that area. Duality methods may also be applied in clas-
sical matrix theory; even if no new results are gained, a deeper understanding of the
geometric substance and simplification of proofs may be obtained. In fact, it seems
to us that geometric considerations represent the only right way to penetrate into
the principles of the theory of normal forms. We intend to show that simultaneous
consideration of the given space and of its dual makes it possible to give almost
trivial proofs of both basic theorems of the theory of normal forms. The standard
treatment of these results in textbooks requires considerably more time.
Notation. Suppose X and Y are two given finite-dimensional linear spaces, dual to
each other. Following [1], the product of the vectors x 2 X and y 2 Y will be denoted
by hx; yi.
Given a linear mapping A of X into itself, the image of the vector x will be
denoted by xA. The adjoint mapping A is defined in the usual manner:
hxA; yi D hx; yAi:
A subspace X0  X is said to be invariant with respect to A if x0A 2 X0 for every
x0 2 X0. The set of all y 2 Y that satisfy hM;yi D 0 will be called the annihilator
of M . The annihilator of an arbitrary set is always a linear subspace of Y .
We shall use the following two well-known facts from duality theory. The proofs
are immediate but we include them.
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Fact 1. Let Y0 be a subspace of Y; invariant with respect to A. Then the annihilator
of Y0 is invariant with respect to A.
Proof. Suppose x0 belongs to the annihilator of Y0 ; we shall show that so does x0A.
Since Y0A  Y0 by hypothesis, we have
hx0A;Y0i D hx0; Y0Ai D 0
which completes the proof. 
Fact 2. Suppose the subspaces X0  X and Y0  Y are dual to each other. Then X0
and the annihilator of Y0 constitute a direct sum decomposition of X.
Proof. Denote by X1 the annihilator of Y0. If x0 2 X0 \ X1, then hx0; Y0i D 0. The
subspaces X0 and Y0 being dual to each other, x0 2 X0 implies x0 D 0. We have thus
X0 \ X1 D f0g. The duality of X0 and Y0 implies dim X0 = dim Y0 whence dim X1
= dim X− dim Y0 = dim X− dim X0. It follows that X D X0 C X1 and the proof is
complete. 
The above results will be applied as follows. In order to find a direct sum decom-
position X D X0 C X1 of the given space X with invariant X0 and X1, it suffices to
find two mutually dual subspaces X0  X and Y0  Y such that X0 is invariant with
respect to A and Y0 is invariant with respect to A. If X1 stands for the annihilator
of Y0, then X1 is invariant according to Fact 1 and constitutes, together with X0, a
direct decomposition of X according to Fact 2.
The “geometric” theory of linear operators is based on the following two theorems
on representations of the given space as the direct sum of two invariant subspaces.
Theorem 1. There exists a direct decomposition X D Xs C Xr; both Xs and Xr
being invariant with respect to A; such that A is nilpotent on Xs and regular on Xr .
Theorem 2. Let Aq D 0 and let x0 be a vector with x0Aq−1 =D 0. Let X0 be the
smallest invariant subspace containing x0. Then there exists an invariant subspace
X0 such that X is the direct sum of X0 and X0.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let Xs (Ys ) be the set of all vectors x 2 X (y 2 Y ) that satisfy
an equation xAi D 0 (yAj D 0) for some i.j/. Clearly both these sets are invariant
subspaces. We claim that Xs and Ys are dual. In view of symmetry, it suffices to find,
for each nonzero x 2 Xs , a vector y 2 Ys such that hx; yi =D 0.
Let x 2 Xs , x =D 0 be given. Let q be the smallest exponent for which xAq D 0.
Hence there exists a y0 2 Y with hxAq−1; y0i =D 0. The sequence y0, y0A, y0A2,
. . . cannot be linearly independent. Let p be the smallest exponent for which y0Ap
may be represented as a linear combination of elements y0Ai for i > p. Hence there
exists a vector z with y0Ap D zApC1. We claim that p > q . Otherwise it would be
possible to write y0Aq−1 in the form vAq ; this is impossible since
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0 =D hxAq−1; y0i D hx; y0Aq−1i D hx; vAqi D hxAq; vi D 0:
If y D y0Aq−1 − zAq , then yAp−qC1 D y0Ap − zApC1 D 0 so that y 2 Ys .
Furthermore
hx; yi D hx; y0Aq−1i D hxAq−1; y0i =D 0
and the proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Choose y0 2 Y such that hx0Aq−1; y0 i =D 0. Thus y0Aq−1 =D
0 so that the dimension of the smallest invariant subspace Y0 of Y containing y0
equals q . We claim that X0 and Y0 are dual. Given x 2 X0, x =D 0, then x D a0x0 C
a1x0A C    C aq−1x0Aq−1. Let ak be the first nonzero coefficient. Then
hx; y0Aq−1−ki D hxAq−1−k; y0i D hakx0Aq−1; y0i =D 0
and the proof is complete. 
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